
Take Performance to the Top With the Rain Bird® 5000 Series Top-Adjust Rotor Nine Model Options to Meet Your Needs

“Adjusting the arc on the 5000 series rotor

takes only a few seconds and it doesn’t take

a special tool to do it, just a flat-blade 

screwdriver. And having the reversing full-

and part-cirle rotation in one unit is really

convenient too.”

Ed Julian
Ed’s Sprinkler Service
Humble, Texas

Rain Bird® has once again taken rotor 

performance to a new height with the 5000 and

5000 Plus Series Rotors. The 5000 Series is a

rugged and reliable gear-driven rotor, designed

for residential and light commercial

applications.

Using just a flat-blade screw driver, you can

adjust the arc of the rotor, change nozzles or

shut off the flow at the head. 5000 and 5000 Plus

Series rotors feature a standard rubber cover, 

additional O-rings and a reinforced flow path for

enhanced durability and longer product life.

Additional product features include:

• 40˚-360˚ reversing full- and part-circle arc 

rotation in one unit (a non-reversing full-

circle only unit is also available)

• TREE (or “Rack”) of standard and low angle nozzles, featuring Rain CurtainTM

Technology.

• Pressure-activated wiper seal that assures positive pop-up and retraction

All 5000 and 5000 Plus Series rotor models are confidently backed by a Five-Year Factory

Warranty. With so much performance and durability, it’s no wonder contractors are

raving about the 5000 Series Top-Adjust Rotor.

Arc adjustment, flow shut-off and
nozzle replacement is quick and easy

using just a flat-blade screwdriver.

• Easy-to-understand adjustment 

symbols

• Reversing full- and part-circle 

rotation (40˚-360˚) in one

• Radius adjustment screw allows 

up to 25% radius reduction 

without changing nozzles 

• Quick Check Arc/Fast Forward 

for quick and easy installation

• Nine models—4", 4” Plus, 6", 6” Plus,

12", 12” Plus, Shrub, Shrub Plus and

Stainless Steel Plus       

• Reinforced flow path for 

additional side-load strength

• O-rings and seals enhance 

grit-resistance

• Industry’s best Five-Year 

Trade Warranty

• Optional Seal-A-Matic (SAM) check 

valve holds up to 7 feet (2.1 m) of 

elevation to prevent puddling and 

erosion caused by low-head 

drainage

Thick rubber cover

Pressure-activated multi-function  
wiper seal protects internals from debris 

for positive pop-up and retraction

Integrated flow shut-off device
(5000 Plus only)

Reinforced flow path for 
added side-load strength

Additional O-rings for 
enhanced grit protection

Water-lubricated gear-drive design 
for durable, reliable operation

Seal to resist grit

Heavy-duty stainless steel spring

5000/5000 Plus Series Top-Adjust Rotor

For more information, please call 
Rain Bird Technical Services,

800-247-3782 (U.S. and Canada only), or visit
www.rainbird.com/rotors

Today’s residential and commercial landscape designs feature both shorter and taller turfgrass varieties.

The 5000 and 5000 Plus Series are ready to meet any site requirements with 4", 6", 12", Shrub and

Stainless Steel (Plus only) models (each available with Seal-A-Matic™ [SAM] check valve). And, these are

true pop-up heights; each measured from the nozzle to the top of the cover. Pop-up height flexibility is

just one more reason why the 5000 Series is fast becoming the top-adjust rotor of choice.

Select Product Features

The 5000 Plus rotor includes eight Rain Curtain nozzles that achieve greater radius distance with lower flow rates.
Rain Curtain nozzles deliver larger water droplets for resistance to windy conditions, effective close-in watering to eliminate
dry spots near the rotor, and even distribution over the entire radius range. In side-by-side comparisons with the competition,
the clear advantages of Rain Curtain Technology can be seen by the naked eye.

■ Ability to stop the water flow while the system is pressurized

■ Remove or install Rain Curtain nozzles while the system is pressurized

■ Efficiently set or adjust the rotor's arc with the water flow shut off at the head

■ Prevent over-watering a specific area by individually controlling the water flow at the rotor

■ Achieve greater radius range with lower flow

Enhanced Rain Curtain™ Nozzles

The convenience of flow shut-off is a key benefit of the 5000 Plus rotor

The CompetitionRain Curtain Technology
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5000/5000 Plus Series Family of Rotors
Quick and Easy Arc Adjustment • Rain Curtain Results • Flow Shut-Off

Contractors Agree the Rain Bird 5000 Series Rotor 
Takes Performance to the Top

“The 5000 Series is a great rotor. It’s 

easy to use, easy to adjust, and I love the

performance I get with the Rain Curtain

nozzles. With the Rain Bird name backing

it up, I couldn’t ask for anything more.”

Lewis Poore
C. Lewis Poore Company, Inc.
Anderson, South Carolina


